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Abstract 

With the increasing need for the bus-field communication with the multiple 
devices at a time, in a data acquisition system and in various other fields like 

automation, there arise the need of the system that does this and prove to be 
reliable and have a fast communication system. The paper presents the design 
of the system that can have a multi-point communication, master-slave 

communication, in which there can be multiple slave and one master at a time. 
And in this the communication is just not restricted to the master and slave of 

the one net-work, they can communicate to the master and slave of the other 
network. This system got the two-sided communication. Controller asks for 
the status and results and slave responds to the request and its re-sult’s 

controls the further communication. The system consists of Cortex 
controller(Cortex M3),which is of 32-bits ARM processor, that provides speed 

to the sys-timothies system implements MODBUS communication protocol 
for the communication between master and slave and uses RS485 for 
communication inter-face between devices. Here out of the two mode ASCII 

and RTU, available for the communication in MOD-BUS, In this paper RTU 
mode is implemented as it is faster than the ASCII mode. 

Keywords: MODBUS Communication protocol, Cortex M3, RS485, Data 
acquisition 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In the design of reliable system for data acquisition, the important thing is to select the 
communication protocol and the communication mode for communication amongst 

the devices and then to build a architecture that can support such system. As now a 
days busfield is used to control and access the data for the data acquisition system, so 
the problem of distant, dispersed communication with the devices has been removed 

in this system. 

Due to the emerging need of the fast reliable multipoint communication, a network is 

laid out where a master can communicate with multiple slave at a time or can have the 
point to point communication. So for the communication interface RS485 standard is 
used, which has the 32 load capacity at a time. And the controlling is done by 

LPC1768 ARM processor. To have the communication between device, need of 
communication mode is there. So, here RTU mode is used instead of the ASCII mode 

due to stability and reliability of RTU mode, sponsored by SPJ technologies private 
LTD., Pune. 

The working of system starts with communicating through RS485 with peripherals, 

by LPC1768.With the system startup the data is retrieved to acknowledge the master 
and the slave and the configuration to communicate with the slaves using their ID. 

Master on requirement demands the slave to update the status or carry out the 
operation it is supposed to do. For communicating with the slave address is required 
as 32 load at a time and can have 247 slaves so by giving the slave address it can 

either communicate in unicast or broadcast mode. If in the broadcast mode, every 
slave receive the command from the master but the one with the matching address 

respond to it. But again their lies the check that needs to be performed. 

After coming to the master side the CRC check needs to be performed. CRC check is 
performed to con-firm that the command was for the particular slave only to respond. 

In the procedure of the CRC check the CRC from the message has to separated which 
is sent by the master and then apply the procedure and check if the CRC matches with 

the stored CRC.IF it does then further functionality is carried out and the results are 
forwarded to the master, or it waits for the further command for the communication 
network, MODBUS needs the format that uses 11 bits RTU with start stop and parity 

bits, address, function code and the data. In this the 8 bit CRC is stored which 
checked on slave side. Both master and slave need to have the same communication 

mode.LPC1768 is 100 MHZ processor that gor the 64 KB rom, which is further 
divide into the two 16 KB memory for data memory and program memory and 32KB 
for other program fucntionality.512 KB flash memory. 

The above system can be seen implemented in Fig.1 which shows that under one 
workstation there can be many masters and masters can communicate with slave of 

other devices too. This system has generalized application where one can 
communicate with any de-vice connected by just setting the configuration, setting 
flags, information is already stored, one has to read it and set configuration to 

communicate with the device. 
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the overall system 

 

After all the devices are available to communicate an application layer messaging 
protocol needs to be implemented. So while implementing it, it can be seen in the 

Figure.2 that at application layer MODBUS is implemented and at the Physical layer 
RS485 is there. 

 

2 GENERAL FRAMEWORK 

To set up application based on the MODBUS communication, it is divided into 

mainly two parts. Master and Slave. 

 

 

Figure 2: MODBUS at ISO level 
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1) First thing is to have a interfacing standard, a physical connection. 

2) Then is to decide the mode of transmission, ASCII or RTU based on the 
application required. And decide the bits for transmission, frame bits, parity, start 

and stop bit. 

3) After that the software needs to be divided into two parts, but first system needs 
to be initialized where it should know their states. 

4) Then wait for the interrupt for the data acquisition and after this the control is 
passed to slave after passing the address and command for which action needs to 

be performed. 

5) On the slave side it waits to match the address and then the control is with the 
peripherals, the action which needs to be carried out, and then the data is passed 

to the slave. 

 

3 RECENT WORK 

MODBUS came into existence a way long be-fore, introduced by Modicon. After that 
it has been utilized in many application that needs automation, emetering etc. Most of 

the work has been done on Arduino and ARM, but the very recent work includes 
some application on smart meters and emeters. 

So one of the application of data accquistion design was proposed by Kelong Wang, 
Daogang Peng,2Lei Song, Hao Zhang in(2014)[1],The implementation of MODBUS 
was done on cortex M0,32 bit processor, in which they proposed the design for the 

data accquisi-tion for the electrical parameters, in way can call smart meter,in which 
one can communicate with the meter and obtain the data like voltage, current, three 

phase voltage, three phase current. In the design of data acquisition system, it is vital 
that communication protocol, communication mode and system architecture be 
selected. In view of data sources are generally dispersed and far away from the 

control center, mean-while, in order to realize the workstation real-time monitoring 
and unified management for each data acquisition module, implementing a network 

for data monitoring which all kinds of data acquisition de-vices from different 
manufacturers to form a network is also necessary[1].And used real time operating 

system UC/os-II, for the communication between master station and slave station 
based on Modbus RTU communication protocol, and used RS485 for com-

munication. Which proved that, It can be applied to various electrical parameters and 
thermal parameters transmission in power plants and the communication is reliable 
and transmission speed is fast, therefore, it has practical application value in the new 

generation of electric power industry and broad application prospects.[1] 

The other one was made in (2015)[2],the electrical parameters accquisition system 

without using rtos and using S3C2440 processor. Their design took the full advantage 
of the resources available and of the powerful processing ability of S3C2440.Their 
design was divided into two parts the host and the data ac-cqisition. In their 

system,they used a PC as the host. Using RS485 interface, the host can identify the 
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device correctly and initialize it and is connected with data acquisition 

equipment.when the equipment is initial-ized, the host asks the data acquisition 
module module to take the command and the process the task param-eters. After that 

when the acquisition module receives the command, the command is checked if the 
assigned operation can be possible or not and then executed, and then the data can be 
uploaded to the host using the RS485 interface. Their design solve the problems of the 

old previous designs for the collection of the electric parameters information, like the 
measurement accuracy, processing ability etc. So using Modbus pro-tocol, the RS485 

was able to combine with the host,In a network where real time operation was carried 
out of the power grid. This solves the old problem related to the power and the in 
[2]struments which are capable to monitor voltage. 

In (2015)[3] another company had a system using Modbus Routers,used CYGNUS 
MODBUS routers.Using 2 CYGNUS 1110 MODBUS Routers their a SCADA server 

was able to communicate with the Energy Meters over a certain distance of LAN and 
can collect the required information and each CYGNUS 1110 MODBUS Router was 
connected to the SCADA server through Ethernet interface. It is used to convert the 

MODBUS-TCP protocol, to MODBUS serial protocol,used by energy meters. 4 
RS232 ports on on their routers provide the physical serial ports,used for accessing 

the meters using MOD-BUS serial protocol.It needed RS232 communication as the 
router has only RS232 communication,so the 2 wire RS485 was conerted to 4 wire 
Rs232.And they further implemented TCP protocol in and when an energy meter 

responds to a query made by the server of SCADA, MODBUS router collects the data 
in the form of a frame, and sends it to the server of SCADA using MODBUS TCP 

protocol. 

To address the problem of the manual reading of the meters from house to house 
Automatic meters were designed.From past few years,automated meters are in 

market,been used bu U.S. and Europeon countries.Automated Meters has the 
automatic data transmission of the measured parameters unlike electromechanical 

meters.They analyze the data and bills it.Electromechanical meters does billing on 
monthly basis and on the past consumption billing.So the Automatic meters gives 
real-time data.The same application of smart meter has been designed in 

(2014)[10].They had designed automated electrical reading using zigbee that got the 
raspberry pie module and coding done in java,by doing such they were able to address 

the problem of accuracy in energy meter reading and billing.They were able to 
measure voltage,current.They collected raw data and converted into another form and 
stored into database and then presented it on webpage. 

The data accquistion system was developed on FPGA using MODBUS in (2016)[7] 
by Jaimeen N. Chhatrawala; Nandish Jasani; Vidita Tilva.They had proposed design 

for advanced data acquisition using Quartus-II and using tool Nios-ii they were able 
to code it in c.The measured data was transfeered to the PC used through MODBUS 
protocol. 

The MODBUS RTU and TCP has been im-plemented by Sadik Tamboli; Mallikarjun 
Rawale; Rupesh Thoraiet; Sudhir Agash in(2015)[6] .The application is of the batch 
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control of an pharmaceu-tical company using PLC(SL-1200)as an slave and 

MODBUS TCP and RTU to communicate with the master.By implementing it the 
people from remote plants were able to control the main plant.Batch control process is 

also used widely paint industries, food industries and beverage industries etc.Batch 
control process needs some accurate amount of input to the measuring equipments 
and get the processed output. 

Design for the slave MODBUS is implemented by Tan-Sy Nguyen; Thai-Hoang 
Huynh in (2015)[8],using RS485 and FreeRTOS.designed a new software ar-

chitecture and coordi-natedtheir program execution by a real-time operat-ing system. 
A real-time ap-plication is a set of concur-rent, cooperating tasks that synchronize and 
exchange information with each other.An ARM based Modbus slave hardware was 

build a to validate the reliability and stability of the communication.They designed 
only slave side MODBUS and they designed FreeRTOS and de-signed ARM based 

hardware for the verification the functionality and check the performance of the 
software.Their proposed software architecture was portable for any hardware change 
and can be ex-tended for multi-processor system in the future.Their architecture can 

be applied into any small embedded system which supports RTOS. 

So here in Table 1 is the summary of the some of the application based on MODBUS 

communication protocol that has been implemented is stated. 

 

Table 1: Various Applications Implemented Using MODBUS Protocol 

Authors Application Hardware/Software 

   

 
Kelong Wang, Daogang 

Peng, Implemented MODBUS Cortex M3,RS485 
Lei Song, Hao Zhang[1] communication protocol uc-II 

 on cortex M0  

 
Dianru Jiaa,Shuangyou Implemented electrical S3C2440 processor,RS485 

Wangb, Junfang Tiana parameter acquisition  

2015 system using Modbus Protocol Voltage Current convertor 

 
CYGNUS[3]2015 

Using CYGNUS MODBUS 
routers  

 connected to SCADA server CYGNUS 
 and control the energy meter MODBUS routers, 

 
Based on MODBUS 

communication RS485,SCADA 

 TCPprotocol server 

 
Sadik Tamboli; Mallikarjun Implemented the Modbus RTU  
Rawale;Rupesh Thoraiet; and Modbus TCP Communication Siemens S7-1200, 
Sudhir Agashe [6]2015 protocol for the batch process RS485-RS232 

 in pharmaceutical company convertor 
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Jaimeen N. Chhatrawala; Implemented data acquisition  

Nandish Jasani; Vidita system based on MODBUS Quartus-II,RS232 

Tilva2016[7] protocol on FPGA Nios-ii software tool 

 
Tan-Sy Nguyen; 

Designed and Implemented 
MODBUS STM32F4 board, 

Thai-Hoang Huynh[8]2015 on FreeRTOS envirnoment based RS485 

 on MODBUS protocol on ARM UART convertor 

 
Yuhuang Zheng[10]2014 Implemented Communication  

 protocol on zigbee for SCADA system, 

 chiller measurements zigbee 

 
Yucong Kuang2014[11] Implemented MODBUS protocol Fx2N-48MR,Fx2N-485BD, 

 and had communication Arduino board,I/O 

 between PLC and arduino Expansion V5.0 

 
Altir Christian D. 

Bonganay; Implemented automatic electric Metering Device,RJ45 

Josef C. Magno; Adrian G. energy meter on zigbee 
to R5232 Cable,DB9 

Connector 
Marcellana;John Marvin E. raspberry pi Serial to USB Converter, 

Morante; Noel G. Perez[12]  USB hub raspberry pi 

 
B. B. Shabarinath;Nidhi Elevator control based RS-485,HyperTerminal, 

Gaur[13]2013 on MODBUS protocol USB to Serial Converter 
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CONCLUSION 

For addressing the emerging need of the reliable,fast data accquisition system,this 
system has been de-signed,which provides speed due to real time.Cortex M0 proves to 
be power efficient and has speed.So using RS485,we were able to make network that 

can com-municate with various devices at one time. 

So in this design master needs to read the configura-tion set and configured the 
processor accordingly so that it can communicate to the particular slave for that 
master needs to have the slave address.So the system proved to be reliable for the 

communication among various devices. 
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